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On the effects of absolute laser phase on the interaction of a pulsed laser
with polar versus nonpolar molecules

Alex Browna) and William J. Meatha)
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~Received 29 July 1998; accepted 25 August 1998!

The absolute laser phase dependence of the time-dependent populations of the molecular states,
including the steady-state~long time! populations of the states, associated with the interaction of a
molecule with a pulsed laser is investigated using illustrative two-level examples. One-photon
transitions, including the effects of permanent dipoles, are discussed as a function of the pulse
duration, intensity, and~absolute! laser phase, for selected laser frequencies. The effects of laser
phase can be large, depending on the values of the pulse duration for a given frequency and
intensity. The effects of permanent dipoles, relative to no permanent dipoles, are significant for large
laser field strengthse0. When the laser-molecule coupling parameterb5m12e

0/E21>0.2, wherem12

and E21 are the transition dipole and energy difference between the ground and excited states,
respectively, the dynamics of the pulse-molecule interaction are~strongly! phase dependent,
independent of pulse duration, whereas the corresponding steady-state populations of the molecular
states may or may not be phase-dependent depending on the pulse duration. Analytical rotating
wave approximations for pulsed laser-molecule interactions are useful for interpreting the dynamics
and the steady-state results as a function of field strength and pulse duration, including the effects
of permanent dipole moments. The results reported in this paper are based on molecular parameters
associated with anS0→S1 electronic transition in a dipolar molecule. However, they are presented
in reduced form and therefore can be scaled to other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Short,
intense pulses at or beyond the limits of current laser technology will often be required for the types
of absolute laser phase effects of this paper to be appreciable for electronic excitations. The
discussion, in the UV-VIS, also suffers from the use of a two-level model and from the requirement
of field intensities that can be beyond the Keldysh limit. For other spectral regions, these absolute
laser phase effects will be much more readily applicable. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss, with illustrat
two-level examples, the~absolute! laser phase dependence
the dynamics, and the steady-state populations of the
lecular states, associated with the interaction of a molec
with a single pulsed laser. This dependence is discussed
one-photon transitions, including the explicit role of the e
fects of permanent dipole moments on the observables.

The effects of absolute laser phase for the interaction
a molecule with a continuous wave~cw! laser are well
documented.1–8 In such cases, the phase dependence of
populations of the atomic or molecule states is negligible
weak applied electromagnetic fields~EMFs!, such that the
molecule-EMF coupling strength parameterb5m12e

0/E21

!1, wherem12 and E215E22E1 are the transition dipole
moment and the energy level separation, respectively, for
two-level 1→2 transition of interest ande0 is the electric
field amplitude. On the other hand, if the field strength
increased sob<1 ~e.g., b'0.2!,5,6 the populations of the
atomic or molecular states can be strongly phase depen
and it is important to take these effects into account wh
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performing calculations of the observables associated w
the interactions of cw lasers with atoms or molecules.1–8

Interestingly, apparently little explicit attention has be
given to the role of~absolute! laser phase in interaction
involving a pulsed laser with a molecule. Notable exceptio
include a~perturbatively based! study of the effects of lase
phase on the time-dependent dipole moment induced in t
level system by an intense laser pulse, by Ivanovet al.,9 an
investigation including a study of the role of the phase o
dissociating laser pulse on laser-controlled dissociation fr
a selectively prepared vibrational state, by Korolkovet al.,10

and a paper by Griffithet al.,11 that became available durin
the review of the present paper, involving a combined th
retical and experimental study of absolute laser phase eff
in the response of a two-level system to radio-frequen
pulses. It appears that most single pulsed laser atom or m
ecule calculations in the literature correspond to setting
phase of the carrier wave equal to zero; see, however, R
9–12.

The relatively little amount of work on absolute pha
effects is in contrast to the attention given to relative ph
effects for interactions involving atoms or molecules a
more than one pulsed~or cw! laser. Here much work ha
been done on the effects of varying the relative phases of
-

1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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lasers, including studies of the~relative! phase control of
molecular excitations through the use of both simultaneou
applied, and delayed, phase-related pulses~see, for example
Refs. 13–33!. In these studies, as in the case of single las
molecule interactions,5,6,34 there is a strong analogy betwee
optical and NMR spectroscopies.14,15,18

In this paper, we consider a model two-level molecu
characterized by a transition dipole, and a differenced
5m222m11 between the permanent dipoles of the exci
and ground states 1 and 2, respectively, interacting wit
pulsed~Gaussian! laser of durationtp , ~circular! carrier fre-
quencyv, ~absolute! phased, and field amplitudee0. The
effects of laser phased, as a function oftp and e0, for
selected laser frequenciesv, on the time-dependent popula
tions of the molecular states are examined in Secs. III A
III B for d50 anddÞ0, respectively; the comparison of th
results augments previous discussions35 of the importance of
permanent dipoles on pulsed laser-molecule interactio
For example, for a given field strengthe0, the effects of
changingd on the time evolution of the molecular state
and on the~steady-state! populations of these states aft
the pulse-molecule interaction is completed, can be la
depending on the values oftp for a givenv. The numeri-
cal results reported in Sec. III are based on molecular par
eters characteristic of theS0→S1 electronic transition in
12@p2(N,N-dimethylamino)phenyl#242(p-nitrophenyl)
21,3-butadiene since this model was involved in an ear
study35 of the effects of permanent dipoles on pulsed las
molecule interactions ford50. However, all the results ar
presented in terms of the dimensionless parameterb and time
and pulse durations in units of~2p/v!, and so can be scale
to other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. For e
tronic transitions, many of the effects of absolute laser ph
discussed in Sec. III will require short, intense laser puls
with intensities often at or beyond the Keldysh limit, at
beyond current laser technology. The discussion, for e
tronic transitions, also suffers from the use of a two-le
model. For other spectral regions, these absolute laser p
effects will be much more readily applicable. Even in t
UV-VIS, the results of this paper should nevertheless be s
gestive of absolute laser phase effects in many-level m
ecules and these effects will manifest themselves, in one
or another, in the electronic excitation of real molecules. T
techniques used to obtain the exact two-level results of S
III, in the semi-classical dipole approximation, are review
in Sec. II which also contains a review of the analytic rot
ing wave approximation~RWA!, for pulsed laser-molecule
interactions,36–41 which is used to help interpret the exa
results of Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV contains a discussion
the more general conclusions of this work.

Atomic units are used in this paper. The units of ene
E, the transition and permanent dipole momentsm jk , the
carrier frequencyv, time t, and field strengthe0 are EH ,
ea0 , EH\21, \EH

21, and EH(ea0)21, respectively, where
EH is the Hartree of energy,e is the absolute value of th
charge of an electron,a0 is the Bohr radius, and\ is the
reduced Planck constant. The following conversion fact
may be useful in what follows:ea0'2.5415 D, \EH

21

'2.4189310217 s (1015 fs51012 ps5s), and the field inten-
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sity corresponding to a cw electric field isI'3.509
31016@e0~au!#2 W/cm2.

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The time-dependent wave function for a two-level mo
ecule, interacting with a time-dependent field electric fie
e(t), can be written asC(r ,t)5a1(t)f1(r )1a2(t)f2(r )
with ua1(t)u21ua2(t)u251 and wheref j (r ) is the time-
independent wave function for thej th stationary state of the
unperturbed molecule with energyEj , j 51,2, E2.E1 . In
the dipole approximation, the time-dependent coefficie
aj (t) satisfy the system of coupled first order different
equations

i
]a~ t !

]t
5H~ t !a~ t !5@E2m•e~ t !#a~ t !. ~1!

Here a(t) is the column vector defined by@a(t)# j

5aj (t), the square energy and dipole moment matrices
defined by (E) jk5Ejd jk and (m) jk5^f j umufk&, wherem is
the dipole moment operator for the molecule. The elec
field is taken to be linearly polarized,e(t)5êe0f (t)cos(vt
1d), where f (t) is a time-dependent pulse envelope whi
modulates the sinusoidal~continuous wave, cw! field having
an amplitudee0, polarization vectorê, circular frequencyv,
and phased. The Gaussian pulse envelope, which is of p
ticular interest later, corresponds tof (t)5exp(2t2/tp

2), where
tp is a measure of the pulse duration; the spectral and t
poral full widths at half-maximum for the Gaussian pulse a
Dv54(ln 2)1/2tp andDt52tp(ln 2)1/2.

Transforming ~1! to an interaction representation, d
fined by bj (t)5aj (t)exp(2iEjt), and eliminating the coun-
terrotating terms ~rotating wave approximation!, one
obtains1,36–41

i
db1~ t !

dt
52

m12•êe0

2
f ~ t !e2 i ~E212v!teidb2~ t !,

~2!

i
db2~ t !

dt
52

m12•êe0

2
f ~ t !ei ~E212v!te2 idb1~ t !,

whereE215E22E1 . In obtaining~2!, the effects of perma-
nent dipoles,m i i , have been neglected; this is not alwa
valid,7,35,42,43see also Sec. III. Although Eq.~2! has a simple
form, the general solution, for anyf (t), is only known when
the detuning is zero,D5E212v50, i.e., the on-resonanc
solution. By transforming to the variable

z5E
2`

t

f ~ t8!dt8 ~3!

and utilizing the initial conditions aj (2`)5bj (2`)
5d j 1 , the following well-known solutions are
obtained36,37,40,41,44–46

b1~ t !5cosS m12•êe0

2 E
2`

t

f ~ t8!dt8D ,

b2~ t !5sinS m12•êe0

2 E
2`

t

f ~ t8!dt8D , ~4!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9353J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 21, 1 December 1998 A. Brown and W. J. Meath
where we have omitted phase factors of modulus unity wh
are unimportant in the context of this paper. When the
tuning is nonzero,D5E212vÞ0, Eqs.~2! can apparently be
solved for only one time-dependent symmetric pulse sha
the secant pulse shapef (t)5sech(t/tp), wheretp is a mea-
sure of the pulse duration.36 The solution was obtained for a
times by Rosen and Zener36 but is of particular interest in the
present context fort5`. Using their result, the solution fo
the excited state steady-state populationP2(`)5ub2(`)u2

i.e., the population after the pulse has passed through
system, for the secant pulse shape is given by

P2~`!5sin2Fm12•êe0

2 E
2`

`

f ~ t8!dt8Gsech2F ~E212v!ptp

2 G
5sin2Fm12•êe0

2
ptpGsech2F ~E212v!ptp

2 G . ~5!

This solution lead Rosen and Zener36 to conjecture that for
any pulse shape, a possible general form for the excited s
steady-state population,P2(`), is given by

P2~`!5
sin2 A

A2 Um12•êe0

2 E
2`

`

f ~ t !eiDtdtU2

5
sin2 A

A2 uJ~D!u2, ~6!

whereA is the so-called pulse ‘‘area’’ defined byA5(m12

•êe0/2)*2`
` f (t)dt and J~D! is the Fourier transform of the

pulse shape evaluated atv5D. This was deduced from th
secant pulse shape solution which depends upon thD
5E212v50 solution, i.e., sin2 A, and the normalized Fou
rier transform of the pulse shape, i.e.,uJ(D)u2/A2

5sech2@(E212v)ptp/2#. For the Gaussian pulse, withf (t)
5exp(2t2/tp

2), which is considered here, the Rosen–Ze
conjecture can be written as37

P2~`!5sin2S m12•êe0

2
AptpDexpF2

$~E212v!tp%
2

2 G .
~7!

Although the conjecture has been shown to be quantitativ
unreliable forDÞ0, it is ‘‘exact’’ for D50 and is qualita-
tively reliable for D< 1

2E21.46–48 Here ‘‘exact’’ means only
within the same approximations which lead to any RW
being quantitatively reliable, i.e., that the elimination of t
counterrotating terms is a valid approximation. Althou
these analytical expressions will be useful in helping to s
gest or interpret numerical calculations, for intense la
fields, RWAs are not reliable and exact numerical calcu
tions must be performed to obtain reliable results for stea
state and time-dependent populations.

In principle, the duration of the pulse is2`,t,`, but
for numerical computational purposes an effective pulse
ration of 2atp<t<atp can be employed, wherea is a
constant such thatf (t56atp) is very small (,1026) and
the perturbation of the molecule by the field forutu.atp is
negligible.

The exact~numerical! solution of ~1! can be written in
terms of the evolution operator U(t,t0), a(t)
5U(t,t0)a(t0), whereU(t,t0) satisfies
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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dU~ t,t0!

dt
5H~ t !U~ t,t0! ~8!

subject to the initial conditionsU(t0 ,t0)5I , whereI is the
unit matrix. The numerical evaluation of the evolution ope
tor for pulsed molecule-EMF interactions can be carried
by application of the Riemann product integral~RPI!
method.49–52In order to solve Eq.~8! with this technique, the
time interval@ t0 ,t# is subdivided intom small intervals, the
evolution operatorU(t,t0) is evaluated for each subinterva
and the group property of the evolution operator over adjo
ing subintervals utilized to yield U(t,t0)
5U(t,tm)U(tm ,tm21)...U(t2 ,t1)U(t1 ,t0). The time divi-
sions are assumed to be sufficiently small~m sufficiently
large! that H(t) is ~essentially! constant over each subinte
val. Application of the mean value theorem51,53 then leads to
an expression for the evolution operator for thesth time
subinterval,

U~ ts ,ts21!5expF2 i E
ts21

ts
H~ t !dtG . ~9!

The RPI method is equivalent to using the first Magnus
proximation toU(ts ,ts21) with the neglect of higher orde
Magnus terms being justified by the choice of largem.49,50

The number of Riemann intervals used was 180 per cw fi
period ~2p/v!. Utilizing this number of intervals provided
results to at least graphical accuracy.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two-level system used in the calculations in th
paper is modeled after theS0⇒S1 transition in
1-@p-(N,N-dimethylamino!phenyl#-4-(p-nitrophenyl! -1,3-
butadiene. This molecule has been used to help investi
the effects of permanent dipoles in single- a
multi-photon43,54 molecular spectra and, more recently,
the dynamics of pulsed laser-molecule interactions.35 In
atomic units, the molecular parameters areE2150.0859,
m1253.93, andd5m222m11511.8; the transition momen
m12 and permanent momentsmj j are taken to be aligned with
the direction of polarization of the applied electric field.
order to facilitate the investigation of the role of permane
moments in the dynamics, the pseudo-molecule withd50 is
also considered.

The starting point for this study is a previou
investigation35 of the effects of permanent dipoles on th
dynamics of pulsed laser-molecule interactions which
cused, in large part, on the effect of a molecule-EMF co
pling minimum induced by the presence of permanent
poles. Exact cw phase-averaged calculations of the ti
dependent population of the excited state 2 were carried
for a variety of field strengths until evidence for a on
photon molecule-EMF coupling minimum was discovere
The results for a field strength ofe050.0677(1.61
31014 W cm22) were chosen in Ref. 35 to illustrate some
the effects ofdÞ0 vsd50 on the temporal evolution of the
excited state. For this field strength, the resonance perio
the exact phase-averaged time-dependent excited state p
lation, that is, twice the time required for the excited sta
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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population to vary from its minimum to its maximum valu
is on the order of 1 fs whend50 and is on the order of 1
3102 fs whendÞ0; in each case, the calculations were c
ried out for a frequency set equal to the resonance freque
corresponding to the phase-averaged one-photon reson
profile of the two-level model molecule (v50.8329E21 and
v51.205E21 for dÞ0 vs d50!.

In the associated Gaussian pulsed laser-molecule ca
lations of Ref. 35, the phase of the sinusoidal part of
EMF was fixed atd50, and, to help interpret the pulse
results, the cw calculations fordÞ0 andd50 were repeated
for d50 ~no phase averaging! with the frequencies set equa
to the fixed-phase (d50) continuous wave resonance fr
quencies for the field strength ofe050.0677 which arev
50.835E2150.0717 andv51.67E2150.1438, respectively
From these fixed-phase (d50), time-dependent cw calcula
tions, the exact resonance periods were determined to
0.54 fs whend50 and 150 fs whendÞ0. For a pulse, the
field strength is a function of time and therefore the Bloc
Siegert shift, which is the shift of the resonance frequen
from the weak field result ofE21 ~for a one-photon transi
tion!, can change as a function of time and so the phrases
and off-resonance should be utilized with due caution.

For large field strengths, the fixed phase and the ph
averaged time-dependent population of the excited state
very different for the interaction of an atom or molecule w
a continuous wave laser.1,5–8 In order to understand the e
fects of laser phase in intense field pulse-molecule inte
tions, the dynamics of the excited state are re-examined
for pulses of various widths (tp) and phases~d! with the
field strength set toe050.0677(1.6131014 W cm22). In the
calculations reported here, the results for the temporal
the steady-state populations of the excited state are sym
ric, with respect to the phased, aboutd5p/2 for d50, that
is P2(d,t)5P2(p2d,t), and aboutd5p for dÞ0, that is,
P2(d,t)5P2(2p2d,t). To help interpret the phase
dependent results, cw calculations were carried out for
fixed phasesd5p/4 and p/2 for d50, and for the fixed
phasesd5p/4, p/2, 3p/4, andp for dÞ0, to determine the
corresponding resonance frequencies; these calculations
ment thed50 results35 referred to in the last paragraph. F
the field strength ofe050.0677, the resonance frequenci
for d50 and dÞ0 are v52.81E2150.2416 and v
50.796E2150.0684, respectively, whend5p/4 and they
arev53.29E2150.2830 andv50.835E2150.0717, respec-
tively, for d5p/2. Also, fordÞ0, the resonance frequencie
are v50.836E2150.0718 andv50.829E2150.0712 for d
53p/4 and d5p, respectively. Fixed-phase, time
dependent cw calculations were carried out for selected
quencies as needed to help interpret the associated Gau
pulsed laser-molecule calculations of Secs. III A and III
The case where the permanent moments are taken to be
d50, will be considered first and then the effects of perm
nent moments,dÞ0, will be considered.

The calculations that follow are based on the one-pho
electronic transition associated with the two-level mo
molecule with field strengths, pulse durations, and frequ
cies partly chosen to illustrate the dramatic effects aris
from changes in laser-molecule couplings due to perman
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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dipoles by comparison of Sec. A (d50) with those of Sec. B
(dÞ0). However, the numerical results are presented in
mensionless form, that is, in terms of the molecule-elec
field coupling parameterb5m12e

0/E21, and time and pulse
durations in units of~2p/v!. This allows the numerical re
sults to be used for other transitions in the UV-VIS, and
other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, by using s
ing techniques; illustrative examples are discussed later.

A. d 50

Figure 1 illustrates the exactly calculated tim
dependent, phase-dependent excited state popula
P2(d,t), for the model (d50) molecule interacting with a
Gaussian pulsed laser of varying pulse width. Each par
the figure contains three curves which correspond to a s
cific laser phase ofd50(—), d5p/4 ~ !, and d
5p/2 ~¯!. In Fig. 1~a! the frequency is set to the weak fie
one-photon resonance frequency,v5E2150.0859, while in
Fig. 1~b! it is set to the fixed-phase (d50) continuous wave
resonance frequency ofv50.1438 corresponding toe0

50.0677. Each section of the figure contains three pa
~i!–~iii !, which illustrate the effects of an increase in pul
duration for tp /(2p/v)51, 1.6 and 2, that is fortp

573.145 ~1.7693 fs!, 117.032 ~2.8688 fs!, and 146.291
~3.5386 fs! when v50.0859 in Fig. 1~a! and tp543.694
~1.0569 fs!, 69.910~1.6910 fs!, and 87.388~2.1138 fs! when
v50.1438 in Fig. 1~b!. Calculations have been carried o
for tp /(2p/v)51.2, 1.4, and 1.8 but are omitted here f
reasons of graphical clarity. Both parts of Fig. 1~a! and ~b!
clearly demonstrate that both the dynamics of the exc
state and the steady-state population, i.e.,P2(`), depend on
the phase of the sinusoidal field contained within the pu
envelope. However, the phase dependence of the steady
population diminishes as the pulse duration increases, w
the dynamics within the pulse can still retain their pha
dependence. Also, of course,35,51 the value ofP2(`) for a
fixed phase clearly depends on the pulse duration,tp , with
this dependence vanishing for large enoughtp for v
50.1438ÞE21 whereP2(`) approaches zero for all phase

Since the steady-state excited state population is of c
siderable interest, i.e., it gives the population of the exci
state after the pulse has completely interacted with the
tem, it is shown as a function of increasing pulse duration
Fig. 2. Each part of the figure contains three curves wh
correspond tod50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~ !, andd5p/2 ~¯!.
In Fig. 2~a! the resonance frequency is set to the weak fi
resonance frequency,v50.0859 while in Fig. 2~b! it is set to
the fixed-phase (d50) continuous wave resonance fr
quency ofv50.1438.

When the frequency equals the weak field resona
value of v50.0859 @Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!#, the steady-state
population essentially varies between zero and one. As
from a phase dependence, which can be strong for smatp

and which vanishes astp increases~see below!, this popula-
tion variation is qualitatively predicted by Eq.~7!, which
indicates whenever the pulse area,A, is an integer multiple
of p, the steady-state population will be zero. Note that
Fig. 1~a!~iii ! the steady-state population being approximat
zero is fortuitous and the steady-state population will ag
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Time-dependent, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,t), versus time in units of~2p/v!, for the modeld50 molecule interacting with a
pulsed laser of varying pulse widthtp : ~i! tp /(2p/v)51; ~ii ! tp /(2p/v)51.6; and~iii ! tp /(2p/v)52. The molecular and field parameters areE21

50.0859,d50, m1253.93,e050.0677, with~a! v5E2150.0859 and~b! v50.1438; withd50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!.
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increase to unity as the pulse duration is increased@see Fig.
2~a!#. If the expression forP2(`) for the interaction of a
Gaussian pulse, Eq.~7!, is utilized, it predicts a period o
oscillation which is too short, 0.18232p/v ~13.3 au!, as
compared to the exact period of oscillation, 0.33032p/v
~24.1 au!. The probable causes of this failure of Eq.~7! are
the neglect of counterrotating terms in its derivation and
fact that Eq. ~7! assumes monochromatic radiation wh
short pulses can contain many frequency components in
dition to the carrier frequency. Thus for example, not all t
intensity of the laser drives the one-photon transition wh
v5E21 and the molecule-laser coupling for the exact cal
lation is weaker than that implied in the pulsedd50 RWA
result of Eq.~7! corresponding to a larger period of oscill
tion for P2(`) vs tp for the exact versus the RWA calcula
tions.

When v5E21 and the pulse duration is sho
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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(tp /(2p/v),2), there can be a large dependence of
steady-state excited state population on phase, for exam
when tp /(2p/v)51, P2(0,̀ )50.20, P2(p/4,̀ )50.78,
and P2(p/2,̀ )50.02; see Fig. 1~a!~i! and Fig. 2~a!. How-
ever, as the pulse duration increases (tp /(2p/v).4), the
phase differences become essentially zero; see Fig.~a!.
When partial or few cw field periods are contained within t
pulse envelope, i.e., whentp /(2p/v), or more suc-
cinctly vtp , is small, there is a large phase depende
of the maximum field strength, which is given byemax

5e0 exp$2@d /(vtp)#
2% where 0<d<2p. If the field strength

e0 is such that phase effects are important, i.e., the RWA
no longer applicable, large differences inP2(`) are ex-
pected due to variations of phase for very short pulse du
tions wherevtp<2p. However, as the pulse duration in
creases, two important effects take place:~1! emax→e0, so the
phase dependence of the maximum field strength is lost
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~2! a greater number of cw field periods are contained wit
the pulse envelope and, more importantly, contained wit
the wings~weak field areas! of the pulse. When the field is
weak, there is little phase dependence5–7 and when the num-
ber of field periods in the weak field areas is large, the los
phase dependence forP2(`) is therefore expected, while th
excited state dynamics within the middle of the pulse en
lope ~strong field area! still retain their phase dependence

In order to help clarify the above discussion on pu
duration and its effects on the absolute laser phase de
dence of the temporal and steady-state molecular pop
tions, we show the time-dependent electric field associa
with the Gaussian pulse as a function of@ t/(2p/v)# for
@tp /(2p/v)#51, 2, and 5 and ford50, p/4, andp/2 in Fig.
3. It is clear that the number of optical cycles supported
the pulse increases markedly astp increases. For a Gaussia
pulse of the type considered here, where the pulse dura
controls both the rise and fall times of the pulse and
number of optical cycles supported by the pulse, it is re
tively easy to see why laser phase effects are more ap
ciable for short relative to long pulses. However, it is r
evant to comment in general that it is the rise~and fall! time
of the pulse which is crucial and not the number of opti
cycles supported by the pulse. This can be rationalized
considering a pulse made up of a Gaussian rise, followed
a constant amplitude field of durationDT, which is followed
by a Gaussian fall. As long as the Gaussian rise~and fall!
time is sufficiently short, andb is such that cw results relate

FIG. 2. Steady-state, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,`),
versus pulse duration,tp /(2p/v), for the model molecule interacting with
a pulsed laser. The molecular parameters are as in Fig. 1 while the
parameters aree050.0677, with~a! v5E2150.0859 and~b! v50.1438;
with d50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!.
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to DT have phase dependencies (b.0.2), then the phase
effects of the pulse will be maintained for any number
optical cycles which can be selected by the choice ofDT.
The actual values of the laser intensity associated wit
given b, or the pulse duration associated with a giv
@tp /(2p/v)#, depend markedly on the region of the electr
magnetic spectrum of interest. This will be explicitly illus
trated by some of the discussion of Sec. IV; see also Ref.

When the frequency is set at the exactd50 continuous
wave resonance value ofv50.1438 @Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!#,
the steady-state population decreases rapidly to zero fo
creasing pulse duration. This reduction of the steady-s
excited state population for an ‘‘off-resonance’’ frequen
(vÞE21) is predicted by the Rosen–Zener conjecture fo
Gaussian pulse, Eq.~7!. Here the term ‘‘off-resonance’’ will
be utilized for any frequency which is not the weak fie
resonance value ofv5E2150.0859. Although the conjec

ld

FIG. 3. The temporal dependence, in units of~2p/v!, of a Gaussian pulse
exp(2t2/tp

2)cos(vt1d), as a function oftp /(2p/v), for ~a! tp /(2p/v)
51, ~b! tp /(2p/v)52, and ~c! tp /(2p/v)55; d50 ~—!, d5p/4
~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ture gives the decay of the steady-state population of
excited state as a function of increasing pulse duration,
result is only qualitatively reliable. For example, similarly
the weak field resonance case of Fig. 2~a!, i.e., v50.0859,
the period predicted by the pulsed RWA forv50.1438,
0.30532p/v ~13.3 a.u.!, as compared to the exact ‘‘period
of oscillation,'0.38032p/v ~16.6 a.u.!, is too short. Note
that the exact steady-state population does not vary in a
tally periodic manner, i.e., the distance between the zeroe
Fig. 2~b! varies from 0.32032p/v to 0.41032p/v. Also,
of course, the Rosen–Zener result forP2(`) is independent
of phased whereas the exact results of Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!
show a phase dependence for smalltp .

Figure 4 shows the steady-state, phase-dependent
cited state population as a function of increasi

FIG. 4. Steady-state, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,`),
versus scaled peak field strength,m12e

0/E21 , for the model molecule inter-
acting with a pulsed laser. The molecular parameters are as in Fig. 1 w
the field parameters arev50.0859, with ~a! tp /(2p/v)51, ~b!
tp /(2p/v)52, and~c! tp /(2p/v)55; with d50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!,
d5p/2 ~•••!.
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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molecule-cw electric field strength coupling parameterb
5m12e

0/E21 with the laser frequency set at its weak fie
one-photon resonance value,v5E2150.0859, for three
pulse durations:~a! tp /(2p/v)51; ~b! tp /(2p/v)52; and
~c! tp /(2p/v)55; the temporal behavior of the correspon
ing Gaussian pulses is given in Fig. 3 for the relevant choi
of laser phase. As the coupling parameter~field strength!
increases, the effects of phase become more pronounce
fixed tp . The phase effects are more important for a giv
field strength for shorter pulse durations. For example,
b52, P2(d,`) is phase dependent whentp /(2p/v)51
while the steady-state excited state population is phaseinde-
pendent for tp /(2p/v)55. On the other hand, fo
tp /(2p/v)55, when the molecular coupling parameter
increased tob>5 ~small! phase dependencies occur in t
steady-state excited state population; fortp /(2p/v)51 and
2, the phase dependencies are large forb>5. While the
phase dependence of the steady-state excited state popu
varies with pulse duration for a fixed field streng
~molecule-EMF coupling strength parameter!, the phase de-
pendence of the dynamics, contained within the pulse en
lope, is determined largely by the laser-molecule coupl
strength parameter. The criteria for the phase dependenc
phase independence of the dynamics in pulsed la
molecule interactions and in cw laser-molecule interactio
are essentially the same. That is, ifb!1, the time-dependent
and also the associated steady-state, populations wil
phase independent. However, forb>0.2, the dynamics asso
ciated with the pulsed laser-molecule interaction will
phase dependent while the phase dependence of the st
state excited state population must be examined for ev
pulse duration of interest

For weak field strengths, Eq.~7! correctly predicts the
oscillations of P2(`) as a function of increasing field
strength for fixedtp as well as its phase independence but,
e0 increases, the predictions of the RWA become less r
able. For example, the RWA, i.e., Eq.~7!, and the exact
results agree over the first one and a half periods of osc
tion in Fig. 4~a!, the first three periods in Fig. 4~b!, and the
first six periods in Fig. 4~c!. The pulsed RWA predicts the
periods of oscillation to be 0.564, 0.282, and 0.113
tp /(2p/v)51, 2, and 5, respectively while, for the exa
calculations, the ‘‘period’’ generally increases with increa
ing field strength, more so for smalltp values. For the exac
results, the distances between the zeros ofP2(`) in Fig. 4
are '0.567, 0.599,...,'0.284, 0.284, 0.293, 0.307,..., an
remain at'0.114 for the first six oscillations, before increa
ing to 0.119, 0.128,..., ase0 increases, fortp /(2p/v)51, 2,
and 5, respectively. Graphically the occurrence of phase
pendence lags behind the variable ‘‘period’’ dependence
the exact calculations asm12e

0/E21 increases for a giventp .
The steady-state excited state population as a function
increasing coupling parameterme0/E21 is not illustrated or
discussed for the fixed-phase (d50) resonance frequency
v50.1438, since it quickly approaches zero for pulses
any appreciable duration@see Fig. 1~b!, Fig. 2~b!, and previ-
ous discussion#.

Next we consider the real molecule (dÞ0), in order to
determine the effects of the presence of permanent dip

ile
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Time-dependent, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,t), versus time in units of~2p/v!, for the modeldÞ0 molecule interacting with a
pulsed laser of varying pulse widthtp : ~i! tp /(2p/v)51; ~ii ! tp /(2p/v)51.6; and~iii ! tp /(2p/v)52. The molecular and field parameters areE21

50.0859,d511.8,m1253.93,e050.0677, with~a! v50.0859,~b! v50.0717, and~c! v50.1438; withd50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!.
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moments on the dynamics and steady-state molecular p
lations associated with ultra-short intense phase-depen
pulsed laser-molecule interactions.

B. dÞ0

A rotating wave approximation solution for the intera
tion of a cw electric field with a two-level system, includin
the effects of permanent dipoles has been obtai
previously.7,42,43,52 For one-photon transitions, the usu
atom~molecule!-EMF coupling (m12•êe0) is replaced by a
frequency dependent effective molecule-EMF coupl
C(1)52vJ1(d•êe0/v)(m12/d), where J1(z) is the first-
order Bessel function of argumentz. Qualitatively, the ef-
fects of dÞ0 on the pulsed laser-molecule RWA results
Sec. II can be obtained by replacing (m12•êe0) by C(1) in
Eqs.~4!–~7! and the effects ofdÞ0, relative tod50, on the
dynamics of the excited state,P2(t) vs t including ‘‘t5`, ’’
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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will be of particular interest later. More details on the m
lecular dÞ0 RWA for pulse-molecule interactions will b
provided in a subsequent paper.

Figure 5 gives illustrative examples of the exactly calc
lated time-dependent, phase-dependent excited state po
tion, P2(d,t), versus time for the model (dÞ0) molecule
interacting with a Gaussian pulsed laser of varying pu
duration. Each part of the figure contains three curv
which correspond tod50( ), d5p/4( ), and d
5p/2(•••); for dÞ0, the results forP2(d,t) are not sym-
metric aboutd5p/2 ~see Figs. 6 and 7, and their discussio!.
In Fig. 5~a! the laser frequency is set to the weak field res
nance frequency,v5E2150.0859; in Fig. 5~b! it is set to the
fixed-phase (d50) continuous wave resonance frequency
v50.0717; and in Fig. 5~c! it is set to thed50 fixed-phase
(d50) continuous wave resonance frequency ofv
50.1438. Each section of the figure contains three pa
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Steady-state, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,`), versus pulse duration,tp /(2p/v), for the model molecule interacting with a pulse
laser. The molecular parameters are as in Fig. 5 while the field parameters aree050.0677, with~a! v50.0859,~b! v50.0717, and~c! v50.1438; withd
50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!, d53p/4 ~–••–!, d5p ~–•–!. Part~a! of this figure is presented in two portions,~i! and~ii !, in order to illustrate the
phase dependence of the steady-state population of the excited state with clarity fortp /(2p/v)<6.
u

rity.
~i!–~iii !, which show the effects of an increase in pulse d
ration for tp /(2p/v)51, 1.6, and 2, that is,tp is the same
for Fig. 5~a! as in Fig. 1~a!, the same for Fig. 5~c! as in Fig.
1~b!, while for Fig. 5~b! when v50.0717, tp587.632
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
-~2.1197 fs!, 140.211~3.3915 fs!, and 175.263~4.2394 fs!.
Calculations have been carried out fortp /(2p/v)51.2, 1.4,
and 1.8 but are omitted here for reasons of graphical cla
All three parts of Fig. 5~a!, ~b!, and~c!, clearly illustrate that
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Steady-state, phase-dependent excited state population,P2(d,`), versus scaled peak field strength,m12e
0/E21 , for the model molecule interacting

with a pulsed laser. The molecular parameters are as in Fig. 5 while the field parameters arev50.0859, with~a! tp /(2p/v)51, ~b! tp /(2p/v)52, and~c!
tp /(2p/v)55; with d50 ~—!, d5p/4 ~– – –!, d5p/2 ~•••!, d53p/4 ~–••–!, d5p ~–•–!.
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both the dynamics and the steady-state population of the
cited state depend on the phase of the sinusoidal field
tained within the pulse envelope for thetp considered in the
figure. The steady-state excited state excited state popula
P2(d,`), which is of particular interest, is shown as a co
tinuous function of increasing pulse duration in Fig. 6~a!, ~b!,
and~c! for v50.0859, 0.0717, and 0.1438, respectively,
d50, p/4, p/2, 3p/4 andp. Note the change in the puls
duration scales for the three parts of the figure. The result
Fig. 6 illustrate the lack of symmetry of the calculatio
aboutd5p/2, for dÞ0, mentioned previously.

When the frequency equals the weak field resona
value of v50.0859 @Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!#, the steady-state
population oscillates between zero and a value less
unity for the values oftp considered in the figures. As th
pulse duration increases, the maximum value ofP2(d,`)
approaches one; calculations extending Fig. 6~a! to tp<40
Downloaded 10 Aug 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
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yield a total of 17 peaks between 20<tp<40 with maxima
ranging from P2(d,`)50.77– 1.00 and averaging'0.94
@excluding a peak attp520.4 whereP2(d,`)50.20#. Rela-
tive to the analogousd50 results of Fig. 2~a!, the attainment
of a maximum steady-state population of unity fordÞ0 re-
quires much longer pulse durations~‘‘times’’ !. Excitation on
the very leading edge of the pulse is similar for both thed
50 and thedÞ0 molecule@compare Figs. 1~a! and 5~a!#
since for one-photon transitions the effects ofdÞ0 only be-
come appreciable for stronger field strengths.7,42,43,52There-
fore, the differences between thedÞ0 and thed50 results
can qualitatively be explained by considering the strong fi
part of the pulse. For the interaction of a cw laser, relative
d50, there is always a reduced one-photon molecule-E
coupling due to the presence of permanent dipoles (dÞ0)
which is reflected in a longer period in the cw tempo
behavior.42,43,52 In general, for pulse-molecule interaction
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the excited state cannot become fully populated for pu
durations shorter than the Rabi half-period of the underly
cw temporal behavior ofP2(d,t).35,51,55For example, when
v50.0859 and the field strengthe050.0677, the exactly cal
culated dÞ0 resonance period istE is '8.8 fs,
tE /(2p/v)'5, for all phasesd, while for d50, the reso-
nance period is,1 fs for all phasesd. Therefore,P2(`)
does not reach unity for short pulse durations whendÞ0
@see Fig. 6~a!# but does reach unity ford50 @Fig. 2~a!#.
These observations reinforce earlier work35 emphasizing that
ultra-short to short pulses can be used to monitor tempo
as well as steady-state, effects ofdÞ0. Note, however, tha
for this strong field strength, arguments based on the
behavior are only qualitatively reliable due to four ma
effects:35 ~i! the bandwidth of the laser may allow freque
cies other than the carrier frequency to induce transitions;~ii !
cw resonance frequencies depend on the field strength w
is a function of time for pulses;~iii ! the available cw calcu-
lations assume an initial zero population of the excited s
while for the associated pulse calculations the excited s
may be populated when the cw pattern begins to app
around the center of the pulse; and~iv! whendÞ0, the one-
photon cw molecule-EMF coupling, while always less th
the correspondingd50 molecule-EMF coupling, may de
crease~increase! with increasing~decreasing! field strength
e0 due to its ~damped! oscillatory nature as a function o
increasing field strength~for further discussion, see Refs.
35, 42, 43, 52!.

When v5E21, the one-photon transition is readil
driven at the weak field resonance frequency during the w
field part of the pulse and the excited statecanbecome fully
populated if the duration of the pulse is long enough. Ho
ever, during the strong field part of the pulse, the one-pho
transition is not driven very efficiently since the weak fie
frequency is off-resonance compared to the Bloch–Sie
shifted d50 ~or d5p/4 andp/2! cw resonance frequency
v50.0859 versusv50.0717 ~or 0.0684 and 0.0717!, re-
spectively, and the population is ‘‘trapped’’ in~or out of! the
excited state. See, for example, Fig. 5~a!~ii ! where for21
<t/(2p/v)<1, the population varies between zero and
for d50 ~‘‘trapping’’ out of the excited state!, while the
excited state population varies between 0.8 and unity fod
5p/2 ~‘‘trapping’’ in the excited state!. The relative weak-
ness of thedÞ0 one-photon molecule-EMF coupling whe
there is population trapping@Fig. 5~a!# can be compared with
the correspondingly strongd50 coupling where the excited
state is more readily populated and depopulated@Fig. 1~a!#
during the strong field part of the pulse. Finally, on the tra
ing edge of the pulse, the one-photon transition is ag
driven efficiently and, as a result, the excited state can
readily depopulated~or populated! by laser-molecule inter-
actions; see, for example, Fig. 5~a!~iii ! where the excited
state is readily depopulated for alld. As with thed50 re-
sults, when the pulse duration is short,tp /(2p/v)<3, there
can be a large dependence of the steady-state excited
population on phase, for example, whentp /(2p/v)51.6,
P2(0,̀ )50.20, P2(p/4,̀ )50.61, P2(p/2,̀ )50.58,
P2(3p/4,̀ )50.11, andP2(p,`)50.00; see Fig. 5~a!~ii !
and Fig. 6~a!~i!. However, as the pulse duration increas
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the phase dependence vanishes; see Fig. 6~a!~ii !. Although
the phase effects occur at approximately the same pulse
rations for both thedÞ0 molecule@see Fig. 6~a!~i!# and the
d50 molecule@see Fig. 2~a!#, these phase dependencies be
little resemblance to one another.

When the frequency equals the exact (dÞ0) d50 con-
tinuous wave resonance value ofv50.0717@Figs. 5~b! and
6~b!#, the steady-state population decreases to zero relati
rapidly for increasing pulse duration, this is more clea
illustrated in Fig. 6~b!. The reduction of the steady-state e
cited state population for an ‘‘off-resonance’’ frequency is
agreement with the Rosen–Zener conjecture. Interestin
unlike the results for the weak field resonance frequency,
short pulses before the damping effect becomes rele
(tp /(2p/v)<2), P2(`) oscillates between zero and unit
compare Figs. 6~a! and~b! for smalltp . Except for the very
large discrepancy in the steady-state populations, the exc
state dynamics for the weak field resonance frequency
the cw resonance frequency@see Fig. 5~a! and ~b!, respec-
tively# contain similarities: ready excitation on the leadin
and trailing edges of the pulse and population ‘‘trapping
The similarities can probably be attributed to the fact that
frequencies essentially overlap due to the spectral bandw
associated with a pulse of duration oftp which has a full
width at half-maximumDv54(ln 2)1/2/tp : for the pulse du-
rations and frequencies considered, i.e., for 1<tp /(2p/v)
<2 with v50.0859 andv50.0717, 0.010<Dv<0.023.

When the frequency equals the exact (d50) d50 con-
tinuous wave resonance value ofv50.1438@Figs. 5~c! and
6~c!#, P2(`) decreases to zero rapidly for increasing pu
duration, more clearly illustrated in Fig. 6~c!. Note that
P2(`) decreases to zero more rapidly for this further o
resonance frequency, than whenv50.0717, as predicted by
the Rosen–Zener conjecture. The excited state dynamic
Fig. 5~c! wherev50.1438 are quite distinct from those o
Fig. 5~a! and ~b!. Unlike whenv50.0859 andv50.0717,
there is a reduced overlap of frequencies due to the spe
bandwidth of the laser; see above and for 1<tp /(2p/v)
<2 when v50.1438, 0.038<Dv<0.076. Also, whenv
50.1438, the frequency is off-resonance in both the we
and the strong field parts of the pulse and the main rea
there is any appreciable excitation is probably due to po
broadening effects because of the strength of the molec
EMF coupling.

It is interesting to compareP2(d,`), for the common
frequencyv50.1438, for thedÞ0 @Fig. 6~c!# versus thed
50 @Fig. 2~b!# molecule. The smaller number of increasin
damped oscillations inP2(d,`) as a function of increasing
tp /(2p/v), for dÞ0 relative tod50, is consistent with the
RWA based Rosen–Zener conjecture, Eq.~7!, with a re-
duced molecule-EMF coupling for thedÞ0 relative to the
d50 molecule, as predicted by the RWA for cw lase
molecule interactions. As discussed in Sec. III A ford50,
Eq. ~7! is only qualitatively reliable and fails to predict th
phase dependence inP2(d,`) for dÞ0 as well asd50.

Figure 7 illustrates the steady-state, phase-dependen
cited state population as a function of increasi
molecule-cw electric field coupling parameterm12e

0/E21

with the laser frequency set at its weak field one-photon re
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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nance value,v5E2150.0859, for three pulse durations:~a!
tp /(2p/v)51; ~b! tp /(2p/v)52; and ~c! tp /(2p/v)
55. P2(d,`) is shown as a function ofm12e

0/E21 in order to
compare Figs. 3 and 7 on the same scale. In this regard
important to recognize thatP2(d,`) for dÞ0 is not a simple
sinusoidal function of increasingm12e

0/E21 as it is for d
50. For example, within the RWA, fordÞ0, (m12•êe0) is
replaced, in Eq.~7!, by C(1)52vJ1(de0/v)(m12/d), which
is a nonlinear function of field strength;J1 is the first-order
Bessel function of argument (de0/v). The steady-state be
havior fordÞ0 ~Fig. 7! andd50 ~Fig. 3! is quite similar at
relatively weak field strengths,m12e

0/E21,0.2, since for
these field strengths the effects ofdÞ0 are small andC(1)
'(m12e

0).7,35,42,43,52For larger field strengths,C(1), which
involves the Bessel function, exhibits much different beh
ior than the linear behavior of thed50 molecule-EMF cou-
pling: it is, in general, much weaker and is an oscillato
function of increasing field strength~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 52!.
The differences between Fig. 4 and Fig. 7 asm12e

0/E21 in-
creases are due to the effects of permanent dipoles in
latter results. These generally are not well represented by
pulsed RWA, Eq.~7! with E212v50 and with (m12•êe0)
replaced byC(1), since the RWA, with or withoutdÞ0,
fails with increasing field strength. As with thed50 results,
the effects of phase, not predicted in the RWA, increase w
increasinge0 for fixed tp , and are more pronounced fo
fixed e0 for decreasingtp . As pointed out previously, the
results fordÞ0 are not symmetric aboutd5p/2 ~see Fig. 7!
while those ford50 are symmetric aboutd5p/2.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The effects of~absolute! laser phased, and permanen
molecular dipoles, in~Gaussian! pulse-molecule interaction
have been investigated using a two-level molecular mo
characterized by a transition dipole momentm1253.93, an
energy level separationE2150.0859, and a dipole momen
difference d5m222m11511.8, based on the electronicS0

→S1 transition in 1-@p-(N,N-dimethylamino)phenyl#-4-
(p-nitrophenyl)-1,3-butadiene. Both effects can be lar
depending on the values of the laser field strengthe0 and the
pulse durationtp , and those ford50, relative todÞ0, are
investigated by ‘‘artificially’’ settingd50 in the real mol-
ecule to model a transition involving states with no perm
nent dipoles or the situation of interpreting theS0→S1 tran-
sition in the dipolar molecule without realizing th
importance of the permanent dipoles in such a transition

For thed50 molecule, both the time-dependent and t
steady-state populations of the excited state,P2(d,t) and
P2(d,`) respectively, are investigated for the laser frequ
cies v5E21 and v51.674E21 as a function of tp , 1
<tp /(2p/v)<4, varying from approximately 1 fs to 7 fs
for a fixed peak laser field strength ofe050.0677, corre-
sponding to a peak field intensity of 1.631014 W/cm2 ~Figs.
1 and 2!. Both P2(d,t), and its steady-state valueP2(d,`),
can exhibit strong phase dependence with that for the ste
state population decreasing astp increases @so that
tp /(2p/v)>2.5 for v5E21# even though the phase depe
dence in the dynamics of the excited state can still persis
tp increases. The steady-state value ofP2(d,t), for a given
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d, depends ontp for both choices of frequency until, in th
case of the ‘‘off-resonance’’ frequencyv51.674E21, the
pulse duration becomes sufficiently large thatP2(d,`)→0
@as predicted by Rosen and Zener’s steady-state pulsed R
result of Eq.~7!#. The disappearance of the laser phase
pendence ofP2(d,`) for increasing pulse duration is appa
ently due to the decreasing phase dependence of the m
mum laser field strengthemax5e0 exp$@2d /(vtp)#

2%, and to
the increase in the duration of the weak field strength regi
of the pulse, astp increases. For the Gaussian pulse en
lopes considered here, where the pulse duration controls
the pulse rise~fall! time and the number of optical cycle
within the pulse, pulses with relatively few total optic
cycles are required to see absolute phase effects. While
is not a difficulty in some regions of the electromagne
spectrum,11,56–59 it is for frequencies associated with ele
tronic transitions.58–60 However, as discussed in Sec. III A
the requirement of a few optical cycles is not needed in g
eral. In fact, as long asb is such that absolute laser pha
effects are seen in the corresponding cw laser-molecule
teraction ~i.e., b.0.2!, it is the rise and fall times of the
pulse which are crucial, and not the total number of opti
cycles; see also Ref. 11.

The phase dependence ofP2(d,`), for fixed values of
tp , tp /(2p/v)51, 2, and 5, has also been investigated a
function of the laser-molecule coupling strength parame
b5m12e

0/E21 for values ofb ranging from zero to 10 with
v5E21 ~Fig. 4!. The phase dependence of the steady-s
population of the excited state increases, for fixedtp , asb
increases, in agreement with previous cw work,5,6 and de-
creases, for fixedb, as tp increases. When the cw RWA
‘‘fails,’’ i.e., when b>0.2, and the cw temporal results fo
the population of the excited state are phase dependent
dynamics in a corresponding pulsed calculation will be ph
dependent, independent of the pulse duration, while the
responding steady-state population of the excited state
or may not be phase dependent, depending on the pulse
ration. As illustrated in Sec. III, for both thed50 and the
dÞ0 results, to interpret the phase dependence ofP2(d,t)
and its steady-state value, it is important to recognize that
field strength for pulsed laser-molecule interactions is a fu
tion of time and therefore the shift of the resonance f
quency from the weak field resonance result ofv5E21, the
Bloch–Siegert shift, changes with time as the pulse intera
with the molecule.

All the calculations just discussed above are repeate
Sec. III B for the real (dÞ0) molecule with an additiona
frequencyv50.835E21, and a larger range of pulse dura
tions in the analysis of the steady-state results, included
the calculations. The presence of the permanent dipoles
two pronounced effects relative to thed50 situation;~1! the
laser-molecule coupling is markedly reduced and~2! the
phase dependence of the excited state populations is s
metric aboutd5p rather thand5p/2. Aside from the dif-
ference ind symmetry, the phase dependence of the dyna
ics of the excited state,P2(d,t), and of the steady-stat
populationP2(d,`), are analogous to that discussed ford
50 if due account is taken of the considerably weak
molecule-laser couplings for thedÞ0 problem. All differ-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ences between the two sets of results, which are signific
are of course due to the presence of permanent dipoles in
real versus the ‘‘artificial’’ molecule.

The time evolution of the excited state, and the stea
state value of the population of the excited state, show p
nounced laser phase dependencies for all values oftp , and
for the three values ofv, considered in Fig. 5. Relative t
d50, the weakness of thedÞ0 one-photon molecule-EMF
coupling causes population trapping, either in or out of
excited state, which depends intimately on the laser ph
and the pulse duration; ford50, the excited state is muc
more readily populated and depopulated during the str
field part of the pulse. The relatively smalldÞ0 molecule-
EMF coupling, resulting in a longer period of the underlyin
cw temporal behavior of the excited state population rela
to d50, is also reflected in the long times~largetp!, relative
to d50, required to observe large values, approaching un
of P2(d,`) for v5E21 @Fig. 6~a! versus Fig. 2~a!#. For the
‘‘off-resonance’’ frequencies, v50.835E21 and v
51.674E21, the steady-state populationP2(d,`) rapidly ap-
proaches zero for increasing pulse duration~Fig. 6! with the
approach to zero being more rapid for the further ‘‘o
resonance’’ frequency in agreement with the pulsed RW
result@Eq. ~7!# for the steady-state population of the excit
state. The dynamics of the excited state for the two ‘‘o
resonance’’ frequencies are also quite different@compare
Fig. 5~b! and~c!# since forv51.674E21 the frequency of the
laser is off-resonance in both the weak and the strong fi
parts of the pulse whereasv50.835E21 is ‘‘near-resonance’’
and on-resonance, respectively. As with thed50 results, the
laser phase dependence ofP2(d,`) for dÞ0 is large for
relatively small values oftp /(2p/v), for example,<5 for
v5E21 and v50.835E21, and <3 for v51.674E21; the
phase dependencies for the three sets of calculations
little resemblance to each other.

The steady-state population of the excited state fordÞ
and d50 are essentially identical for small enoughb
5m12e

0/E21, since the molecule-EMF couplingC(1), in-
cluding the effects ofdÞ0, is approximately equal to thed
50 result,m12e

0, for smallb ~Fig. 7 versus Fig. 4,v5E21!.
Differences occur asb increases and strong phase effects
the dÞ0 results occur asb increases with higherb values
being required as the pulse duration increases, for exam
b>0.7, b>1.5, andb>4.7 for tp /(2p/v)51, 2, and 5,
respectively. Specific comparisons between thed50 and the
dÞ0 results are complicated by the fact42,43,52 that the
molecule-EMF coupling fordÞ0 is not a linear function of
e0, whereas it is ford50. The massive differences betwee
the dÞ0 and thed50 results forP2(d,`), for all d, with
increasinge0 are due to permanent dipole effects in the las
molecule interactions.

While the pulsed RWA results reviewed in Sec. II a
very useful in helping to explain some of the effects d
cussed in this paper involving the variation ofP2(d,`) as a
function oftp ande0, the predictions of the RWA are qual
tative, at best, for most values ofb5m12e

0/E21. Also, since
the RWA is independent of the laser phase, none of
phase effects discussed in this paper can be predicted b
results reviewed in Sec. II.
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The phase dependence of the population of excited s
2 can, in principle, be examined in several ways. For
ample, this state can be probed with a second laser and
phase dependence studied by monitoring the resulting po
lation in a ‘‘third’’ state. The study of the phase dependen
of the dynamics, that is,P2(d,t), requires having a probe
laser with a duration less than the original pump laser and
the pump laser would probably need to be of at least pi
second duration rather than of the femtosecond dura
studied explicitly here. On the other hand, a probe laser o
duration appropriately greater than that of the pump las
yet shorter than the lifetime of excited state 2, could be u
to monitor the phase dependence of the steady-state po
tion of this state; indeed the phase dependence of the ex
state will also be reflected in the observed decay from
state. Similar comments apply to the observation of the
fects of permanent dipoles on laser-molecule interactions
this has been discussed previously in the literature.35

For electronic transitions, such as those associated
plicitly with our two-level model molecule, many of the e
fects of absolute laser phase discussed in Sec. III A,
summarized briefly in this section, will require short, inten
laser pulses which are at or beyond the limits of current la
technology in the UV-VIS spectral region.60 Also, since the
intensities used are often at or beyond the Keldysh limit,61–63

the molecule would ionize and so a two-level model wou
not be directly applicable. For example, the laser intens
associated with Fig. 1, which corresponds tob53.1, is 1.6
31014 W/cm2 which is at the Keldysh limit for the mode
molecule and therefore asb increases the calculations be
come more unrealistic. On the other hand, the effects of la
phase can become important forb.0.2 and forb50.2 the
intensity is 6.631011 W/cm2. Similar comments apply for
the dÞ0 results of Sec. III B with the proviso that, for mo
laser intensities, the laser-molecule coupling is much
duced for the realdÞ0 molecule relative to thed50 mol-
ecule. Indeed the laser intensities of Figs. 1 and 5 are a
ciated with near nodal one-photon laser-molecule coupli
for the model dipolar molecule employed for th
calculations.35,64 In general, the results of this paper, insof
as electronic transitions are concerned, must be used
caution with respect to interpreting absolute laser phase
fects for many-level laser-molecule interactions. Nevert
less, they should be suggestive of such effects that will ma
fest themselves, in one way or another, in the pulsed la
excitation of real molecules. For other spectral regions, th
absolute laser phase effects will be much more directly
plicable using current laser technology, see below.

The importance of two-level models for laser-molecu
and laser-atom interactions has been well documented in
literature. These models have their limitations and are
rectly useful as models, in many-level contexts, only if t
effects of other energy levels, on the two-level transition
interest, are minimal. An example of the use of two-lev
models for dipolar molecules, in the laser excitation of
two-level system embedded in a many-level environment
the context of the effects of permanent dipoles, can be fo
in the literature.65 An example of the effects of laser phase
many-level vibrational systems, referred to in Sec. I, h
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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been discussed previously.10 The two-level model studied
here has been selected, in part, because of its relevance
study of the effects of permanent dipoles in laser-molec
interactions involving electronic transitions.35,43,54,64In this
context, vibrational and rotational structure is neglected
each electronic state is effectively represented by one en
level. In some cases the two levels can be intrinsically i
lated from other energy levels of the system, for examp
Refs. 9 and 66; another example is contained in the dis
sion below.

As pointed out earlier, while the numerical results
Sec. III are based on molecular parameters characterist
the S0→S1 electronic transition in a particular dipolar mo
ecule, they are presented in terms of the dimensionless la
molecule coupling parameterb5m12e

0/E21, and with both
time and pulse duration in units of~2p/v!, and so can be
scaled to other frequency and time regimes. Thus for
ample, to obtain absolute laser phase effects like those a
ciated with Fig. 1 for infrared, microwave, and radiofr
quency transitions, characterized by frequencies on the o
of THz, GHz, and 300 MHz, will require pulse durations o
the order of picoseconds, nanoseconds, and again nan
onds, which are available in these frequen
regimes.11,56,57,67 Also, the relatively large laser-molecul
coupling parameterb associated with this figure, and large
can be obtained in these spectral regions using laser
much less intensity than is required for electronic transitio
due to the inverse dependence ofb on E21. This is illustrated
in a paper that became available while the present paper
under review. Griffithet al.11 have reported absolute las
phase effects associated with the pulsed radiofrequency
citation of the anti-crossing of the potassium 21s-19f states.
The paper contains both experimental results and a theo
cal analysis, based on a two-level model, which is in agr
ment with these experimental results. The paper shows
absolute laser phase effects can be obtained using puls
any number of optical cycles provided that the laser rise
fall times are not appreciable. Other related precursor w
can be found in Watkinset al.56 and Baruch and Gallagher.67

These papers and Ref. 11, as well as that of Xuet al.,59

illustrate the current experimental interest in the devel
ment of laser pulses with specified phases.
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